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Rupert says, “Shoot with a Camera--Fight with a Pen—Tow with Greenwood”.

This page will be hand-dropped in every mail slot on the block—it concerns
the Block. It is also sent out by e-mail and posted on the WEB.
The Unit South Durham, Inc. is STILL in the final stages of the purchase of
7 South Durham Street—the park and parking—SLOWLY BUT SURELY—
we’ve been told—The “PACKAGE” is in the hands of the City Comptroller OR
SO I’VE BEEN TOLD. I was also told this matter would be settled June past.
It is the responsibility of individual residents to keep the area in front and
back of their residence clear of debris. The heavy rain washes into the sewer
system that runs into the harbor and Bay. Don’t expect anyone else to pull your
weeds or sweep up your leaves OR PURCHASE your Roundup. I assure you
enough money and time is spent spraying between the bricks in the park that I’m
just not that good a neighbor to do it for you. Individual dues are still being held
onto for the purchase of the park and insurance. Personal out-of-pocket money and
three represented homes are used for the upkeep of the park for now.
It is suggested that USD purchase signs for people to pick up after their dogs
since there has been a change recently from no dog waste left to mucho crap. The
condoms are still plentiful also but a sign will probably not change that a bit. I
have a sign catalogue from Greenwood if the group is interested.
Just a reminder that the SECOND and FOURTH FRIDAY of each
MONTH is recycling day and mixed plastics, glass, aluminum, paper and
cardboard are collected. The parking rules will continue to be enforced; to anyone needing
a copy of the bylaws they are available at the site listed at the top of the page. It is also necessary
to keep the walkway clear in the park for the rest of the neighborhood; please do your part in
asking the drug addicts and drunks to move along.
This community note is brought to you by the publishers of:
Hey, Diddle Diddle—Blood is the Riddle; Dust, Rainbows and Dirty Sox;
TAI-CHI-ONE ;and the soon to be released Drugs, Rainbows and Dirty Words
All are available at http://www.mayopia.com
Anyone wishing to comment:
http://www.tai-chi-one.com/BLOGCHI/
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